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He said that the council has to be formed from the
state to the Akhil Bharatiya level. In this meeting of
Vidya Bharati, all the participants understood all the
topics and they will take it to class level. Work will
have to be done by making heads of subjects at the
state level. They will take the work forward by taking
suggestions and cooperation from everyone. NEP is a
powerful medium to understand the knowledge
tradition of Bharat.
We will successfully implement the NEP in more than
12,000 schools of Vidya Bharati so that it becomes a
source of inspiration for other schools. Dr. SK Dhakkar,
expressed his views on “Why is there a need for a NEP?
What's in teaching?”. Keeping on 'What are the
challenges?', he said that 1.05 lakh youth come out
every year after getting educated. Bharat is a big
economy. We will have to learn new skills. Only one
percent of Bharatiya have received the Nobel Prize,
which is very low. The power to think about problems
is the gift of youth. It is very important to use AI in
technology. To make students of all streams
competent, students should have various types of hard
skills.
Shri Vipin Rathi, the NCT member, explained his
topic in six points to the participants who came on
the ‘Acharya Diary and Lesson Plan’.
1. Rootedness in Bharat and Bharatiya knowledge
system.
2. (i) Values and Dispositions (ii) Values of the
Teachers Principals and system.
3. Learning about and caring for the Environment.
4. Inclusion in School
5. Guidance and Counselling in School. 
6. Educational Technology.

Rohtak, Haryana | Bharat is a country of youth
power. Today's child will become tomorrow's youth
power. What kind of development a child should have,
has been adopted in the concept of ‘प�चकोशीय’ (five-
cell) development. Vidya Bharati keeps conducting
various trainings to bring development in the lives of
students. With a view to more effective results at the
class level, Vidya Bharati Akhil Bharatiya Shiksha
Sansthan organized a joint meeting of Preparatory,
Middle, Secondary Level, and Girls Education from 28
to 30 October 2023 at Shiksha Bharati Sr. Sec. School,
Gohana, Rohtak. In the meeting, Dr. S. Mishra
(Adhayaksh of Shiksha Bharati Society), Dr. SK
Dhakkar (Chief Guest), Shri Gobind Chandra Mahant
(Akhil Bharatiya Sangathan Mantri), Shri Ram
Aaravkar (Akhil Bharatiya Sah Sangathan Mantri)
participated in which 170 academicians from all the
states of 11 regions participated. There is a plan to
provide the best teaching on 28 subjects as per the
NEP. NCF of ECCE has been published. Textbooks are
being prepared. NCF of the remaining 3 stages is about
to come. The NEP is Bharat-centric education. The aim
is to give a place to Bharat in the curriculum.
Shriram Aaravkar, Akhil Bharatiya Sah Sangathan
Mantri Vidya Bharati said that Shishu Vatika Parishad
was formed for child education. After that,
preparatory, middle, and secondary-level councils
have been formed. Before the formation of the
councils, a survey was conducted in which 12-15
schools were selected from each state. The survey was
conducted on points like – Verbal, Math class, Library,
and Whether the teachers' focus is on completing the
curriculum or teaching the students. 
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Odisha | Akhil Bharatiya Executive Member, Vidya Bharati,
Shri J.M. Kashipati's stay in Odisha state was from 1st to 8th
November 2023. During this, Shri Kashipati visited
Saraswati Shishu Vidya Mandir, Karyakarta Sanskar Kendra
of Paradweep situated on the seashore, and interacted with
the students.

Girls’ Hostel Inaugurated in TadkapallyGirls’ Hostel Inaugurated in Tadkapally
Telangana | Shri Lingam Sudhakar Reddy, Mantri of Dakshin Kendriya Khsetra Organization
inaugurated the newly constructed girls' hostel at Sri Saraswati Vidyapeeth (Vidya Bharati

Telangana), Sri Vidyaranya Residential School, Tadkapally.

Prof. Amarendra Behera, while giving an address on the
topic of ICT-based learning (Information and
Communication Technology), said how technology can be
used to support educational languages. Through
technology, there is a facility to translate into 14
languages. Through technology, the challenges in the NEP
can be simplified. Technology is the only means by which
more work can be done in less time. The student should
start in the language in which he understands best.
Shri Deshraj Sharma, Mahamantri Vidya Bharati Uttar
Kshetra, while explaining the topic of Learning Out
Comes (what learned) told that what is the need of
learning in our life, bringing change in behavior, coming
out of ignorance, imitation. Learning is learning through
action and application.

Shri Kashipati visited Lunibhadhiya,
Ramnagar, Kendrapada, and Nuaga Sanskar
Kendra. Shri J M Kashipathi and Sangathan
Mantri of Odisha Shiksha Vikas Samiti-Shri
Tarak Das visited the Sanskar Kendra run by
Chilika Coastal Saraswati Shishu Mandir
Parikud. On this occasion, the Inspector of
the Khurda Vibhag, Shri Nrisingh Charan
Mishra was also present.
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Geeta Describes Selfless Duty (Karmayoga) Geeta Describes Selfless Duty (Karmayoga) 
Generally, in homes, almanacs with pictures of Gita
teachings are posted on the walls and a simple saying is
written on them, “कम� करो फल क� �च�ता मत करो” ('Do
your work, don't worry about the results'). This topic
comes up again and again even in casual conversation.
This is a brief part of a verse from Geeta.
कम��येवा�धकार�ते मा फलेषु कदाचन।
मा कम�फलहेतुभू�मा� ते स�ोऽ��वकम��ण।। 2.47 ।।
One more thing comes to mind. An article was
published in a magazine in the name of a female
journalist whose title was ‘We are Hindu’. From the
title, the female journalist must have been of
Bharatiya origin. But it was not so. The woman was of
American origin. Then why did that female journalist
write- “We are Hindu?”. It came to mind while reading
this article. She writes that we are the residents of
America. The land of America is the land of
enjoyment. ‘Eat drink and be merry’. ‘Eat, drink, and
have fun’ is the principle there. On the other hand,
Bharat is the land where Geeta has said to do work
and the people there believe in doing work. Now some
Americans have also started believing in doing karma
by imbibing the Karmayoga of Geeta. That's why she
writes “We are Hindu...”
Karmayoga is easily understood in one line and that
feeling has also been understood by the general
society. Then, in today's materialistic era, how is it
possible to do work and not worry about the results?
There are many types of confusion as to how one can
have an interest in work without worrying about its
results and how one can move towards completion of
work without interest. There is a need to understand
Karmayoga properly.
Continuity of Karma
It is repeatedly mentioned in Srimad Bhagavad Gita
that we should keep doing our work continuously.
Many times, a person stops doing work after seeing
the results of his actions. If the result is good, then the
speed increases and if it is wrong or less,  then the
speed either reduces or stops completely. The result,
good or bad, comes according to hard work, but if you
slow down or stop, even life will come to a halt.
Therefore, continuity of action is necessary.
Concentration
Karmayoga is  described  in  Geeta.  If  a  person  works Cont...

Conceptual Article

with concentration, the percentage of getting good
results will naturally increase and there will also be
happiness. If the student studies his education with
concentration, then he will get good marks. That
education will also have an impact on his life. Be it a
student, businessman, farmer, or employee,
concentration is required in all types of work.
Detached feeling
It is natural to have an attachment or attachment to
work. But it is mentioned in Geeta that do your work
but do not get attached to it. Many times, a person
spends a good amount of time working in a social
organization. Now it is a social organization, and its
members and officials keep changing. When it comes
to this person's turn to change, he does not want to
change. If he does not change, he tries in many ways
and in this effort forgets the basic feeling with which
he was associated with the organization. He is
passionate about the work and position he holds in
this organization. Circumstances keep on changing in
social life. Karma has to be done by doing one's work
as per time.
Equanimity
It is described in Geeta – ‘Samatvam Yoga Uchyate’.
When a person does any work, he gets a feeling in his
mind that the work must be completed, and if it is not
completed, then he gets a feeling of disappointment
and if it is completed, a feeling of happiness. But
according to Geeta, equanimity is needed while doing
work. Whether the work is completed or incomplete,
whether the result is right or wrong, the person
should have the same feelings in his mind.
Selfless action
There is also a discussion of selfless deeds. 
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 Saraswati Vidya Mandir Organises Yogasana Festival’23 Saraswati Vidya Mandir Organises Yogasana Festival’23
Cuttack | Yogasana Festival- 2023
was organized at Saraswati Vidya
Mandir (Residential), Keshavdham,
Gatirout Patna, Cuttack, Odisha.
The chief guest was Dr. Jagannath,
Medical College, Puri's former
professor and head of the
physiology department, Prof. Arpita
Priyadarshini Tripathi underlined
the importance of yoga in daily life.
Students of Saraswati Shishu Vidya
Mandir, Balubazar demonstrated
yoga. Sangathan Mantri of Vidya
Bharati Purvi Kshetra- Shri Dibakar
Ghosh, Sadbhawana Pramukh of
Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh- Shri
Gopal Prasad Mahapatra, Yoga
Coordinator of Vidya Bharati-
Rajesh ji also expressed their views.
Shri Mahendra Kumar Ghadai,
Editor of Shiksha Vikash Samiti,
Odisha Uttar Purv Kshetra,
introduced the guests.
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School Treasurer, Smt. Indumati Devi presented the vote of thanks.
Sangathan Mantri of Vidya Bharati Delhi Prant - Shri Ravi Kumar, Akhil
Bharatiya Kabaddi Coordinator and Sports Officer- Vibhuti Bhushan Das,
Chairman of Shiksha Vikas Samiti, Odisha- Shri Kishore Chandra
Mahanty, Senior Campaigner- Shri Vijay Ganesh Kulkarni, Sangathan
Mantri of Shiksha Vikas Samiti, Odisha- Shri Tarak Das Sarkar, Uttar Purv
Convenor Tusar Ranjan Das, Poorvi Kshetra Yoga Convenor Madhusudan
Barik were present. In this function, Yoga was demonstrated by students
from different schools from 11 regions of Bharat. Senior Poornkalin
Karyakarta of Odisha Shiksha Vikas Samiti participated in this function
and made the program a success.

Lokmanya Balgangadhar Tilak ji has said in Geeta
Rahasya- “Religion and practical life are not separate.
Taking Sannyasa does not mean giving up life. The
real feeling is to make the country our own and work
together instead of working only for ourselves. The
next step is to serve humanity and this step is service
to God.”
Swami Vivekananda ji has said, “The only reason for
sorrow is that we are attached, we are growing old.
That is why it is said in Geeta – “Keep working
continuously, but do not get attached, do not fall into
bondages. Keep in yourself the power to make
yourself independent from everything. No matter how
dear that thing is to you, no matter how much your
soul longs for it, no matter how much pain you have to
suffer in giving it up, still do not lose your power to
give it up as per your wish.”
Working in the form of duty, with a view to public
welfare, without attachment and with equanimity, is
selfless karmayoga. Continuity is necessary for the
practice of this selfless Karmayoga.

- Ravi Kumar

Nishkaam – This can be called the highest state of
doing work without desires. The person is doing the
work. While doing the work, he has many types of
levels. While crossing them, there comes a stage when
he is doing the work considering it as 'duty'. There is
no desire for rights or results. Three types of subjects
are described. One is acting without thinking. The
second one has reached the extreme stage while doing
the work and becomes detached and the third one,
even after reaching the extreme stage, is doing it
considering it as 'duty'. This third type is Karmayoga.
Public Welfare
In the present life, the purpose of a person's work is to
fulfill his benefits. This can be called fulfillment of
material benefits. Whereas in Geeta, the purpose of
doing work is public welfare. A student aims to
become a doctor. He thinks what will he do now that
he has become a doctor? If there is a feeling of public
welfare in the mind, then he will think that he has to
become a doctor because he has to serve the poor and
the sick. It is very important to include the feeling of
public welfare in work.
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Geeta Niketan Vidya Mandir, Establishes Atal Tinkering LabGeeta Niketan Vidya Mandir, Establishes Atal Tinkering Lab
Kurukshetra | Geeta Niketan Vidya Mandir, a school
working under the aegis of Vidya Bharati, operates up
to class 8. This was not an establishment, but a
thought. Vidya Bharati's efforts have always been
towards the highest education and holistic
development of the students. The school, at its level,
established an Atal Tinkering Lab within the computer
lab, in which approximately Rs 1 lakh was invested,
and a special teacher was appointed to manage it. This
lab has not been allotted by NITI Aayog but has been
established through the school's efforts.
Atal Tinkering Lab is an endeavor to impart new-age
skills along with promoting curiosity, creativity, and
imagination among school students. Atal Tinkering
Lab (STEM) combines the disciplines of science,
technology, engineering, and mathematics into a single
cross-disciplinary program.
Main objectives of Atal Tinkering Lab in the field
of education: -
• Atal Tinkering Lab provides opportunities for
students to understand complex concepts of science,
technology, engineering, and mathematics.
• It helps students in their scientific research and
experiments.
• It will promote practical intelligence by enhancing
logical and analytical skills.
• It will help students to learn programming from an
early stage. According to NEP 2020, this will prove to
be a milestone in the new highest level of education.
Students have taken steps towards innovative minds
in this lab. They are working on projects like robotics
models, automatic pumps, and smart parking systems.
The automated pumps that automatically turn on and
off the water supply depending on the moisture level
of the soil not only boosted the enthusiasm of the
students but also made them more advanced in science
who were not part of the Atal Tinkering Lab. Students
are learning programming from an early stage. Till
now students have learned SCRATCH software and
Pictoblox software and by using this software,
students can design games and animated stories.
IMPACT OF THIS INITIATIVE ON STUDENTS:
Innovative Thinking and Engineering Morale: This
lab enhances innovative thinking and engineering
morale among the students. They gain context for
experience, experimentation, and understanding of
new ideas.

Educational Experiment
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Problem-Solving Skills:Problem-Solving Skills: In these labs, students get In these labs, students get
the ability to find technical solutions to solve problemsthe ability to find technical solutions to solve problems
they face in real life.they face in real life.
Activity and Independence: Activity and Independence: Students get theStudents get the
opportunity to work independently and sensitivelyopportunity to work independently and sensitively
which increases their activity.which increases their activity.
Personal Growth: Personal Growth: Students experience personalStudents experience personal
growth as they see improvements in tolerance,growth as they see improvements in tolerance,
support, and ability to solve problems.support, and ability to solve problems.
The inspiration for the lab came from the principal.The inspiration for the lab came from the principal.
According to him, all modern subjects should be taughtAccording to him, all modern subjects should be taught
not only through theory but through experience-basednot only through theory but through experience-based
teaching techniques and students should be eager toteaching techniques and students should be eager to
acquire skills from the initial level, hence the schoolacquire skills from the initial level, hence the school
took the step of starting the Atal Tinkering Lab.took the step of starting the Atal Tinkering Lab.
80 students from classes 5 to 8 regularly come to the80 students from classes 5 to 8 regularly come to the
lab every day.lab every day.
A separate period has been planned for the lab. EveryA separate period has been planned for the lab. Every
week, 3 periods have been kept for classes 5 to 8.week, 3 periods have been kept for classes 5 to 8.
The lab provides an opportunity for the students toThe lab provides an opportunity for the students to
understand the complex principles of science andunderstand the complex principles of science and
technology easily, hence the students participate in ittechnology easily, hence the students participate in it
with interest. Acharya and their parents are verywith interest. Acharya and their parents are very
excited about the lab so that a bright future can beexcited about the lab so that a bright future can be
created by connecting the students with modern-eracreated by connecting the students with modern-era
technology through the lab.technology through the lab.

10 main projects have been created in the lab and10 main projects have been created in the lab and
work on more projects is still ongoing:-work on more projects is still ongoing:-

Smart Dustbin, Blind Stick, Smart IrrigationSmart Dustbin, Blind Stick, Smart Irrigation
systems, platform Train Accident preventionsystems, platform Train Accident prevention
systems, Radar using ultrasonic sensors, Smart carsystems, Radar using ultrasonic sensors, Smart car
parking systems, Automatic Street lights, Obstacleparking systems, Automatic Street lights, Obstacle
Detection, Door Safety systems, and Home SafetyDetection, Door Safety systems, and Home Safety
Alarms.Alarms. Cont...
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Teaching Assistant
“Electric Circuits” is an important subject which is very
important in classes 6 to 8 in the field of science.
Children who learn this subject at Atal Lab can
understand it easily as compared to other children.

Shri Rampad Jamatia wins Krishnachandra Gandhi AwardShri Rampad Jamatia wins Krishnachandra Gandhi Award
Assam | ‘Krishnachandra Gandhi Award 2023' was
organized on November 5 at the District Library
Auditorium, Haflong, Assam. Tripura's eminent social
worker and teacher, Shri Rampad Jamatia was
awarded the Krishnachandra Gandhi Award for the
education of tribal children. The Chief Guest was Shri
Jayant Mallabarua, PHE, Minister of Skill
Development, Employment & Entrepreneurship and
Tourism, Government of Assam and the Special Guest
was Shri Debolal Gorlosa, CEM, DHAC. On this
occasion, Dr. Lalit Bihari Goswami, Adhayaksh, of
Vidya Bharati Sanskrit Shiksha Sansthan, Kurukshetra
was especially present.
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Its main reason is: -
Practical Application: In Atal Lab, children get
practical experience and practice with electrical
circuits which enhances their understanding
Generalized Thinking: By using Atal Lab's programs
and tools, children understand the subject in a general
and simple way which enables them to understand it
quicker than others.

Shri Avnish Bhatnagar takes part in Kerala Prant Brainstorming
Meet (Chintan Baithak), Vyas Vidya Peetham Palakkad.

Shri Avnish Bhatnagar takes part in Kerala Prant Brainstorming
Meet (Chintan Baithak), Vyas Vidya Peetham Palakkad.



Vidya Bharati Organises 34th Akhil Bharatiya KhelKood SamarohVidya Bharati Organises 34th Akhil Bharatiya KhelKood Samaroh
UNLIMITED CAREER POSSIBILITIES IN SPORTS TOO – GOVERNOR

Bettiah | Vidya Bharati's 34th Akhil Bharatiya
KhelKood Samaroh (Athletics) was organized at the
City Maharaja Stadium under the hosting of Saraswati
Vidya Mandir from 4-8 November 2023. Inaugurating
the sports function, Bihar Governor His Excellency
Rajendra Vishwanath Arlekar said that there are
immense possibilities in sports. In this too, children
can make the state and the country proud by making a
career. Along with education, discipline, etiquette, and
values are also taught in Vidya Bharati schools. 850
players, students, 150 mentors, teachers, and 120
judges from different states participated in the
competition. It was presided over by Shri Ranjit Kumar
Verma, Adhayaksh of Vidya Bharati Uttar Purv
Kshetra.

Honorable Governor, Shri Rajendra Vishwanath
Arlekar inaugurated the ‘34th Akhil Bharatiya
KhelKood Samaroh-Athletics, 2023’ organized by
Vidya Bharati Akhil Bharatiya Shiksha Sansthanat
Maharaja Stadium, Bettiah. He said that discipline
and values are very important in sports. Vidya
Bharati has been making efforts for the last many
years to make the students well-cultured.
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The introductory address of the KhelKood Samaroh
was given by Shri Hemchandra, Sangathan Mantri of
Vidya Bharati Purvi Uttar Pradesh Kshetra. Akhil
Bharatiya Mantri of Vidya Bharati, Shri Brahmaji Rao
also expressed his views. The vote of thanks was given
by Dr. Sudha Bala, Adhayaksh of Lok Shiksha Samiti,
Bihar. On this occasion, Kshetriya Sangathan Mantri of
Bihar Kshetra- Shri Khayali Ram, Kshetriya Sachiv-
Shri Nakul Kumar Sharma, Sachiv of Vidya Bharati
Dakshin Bihar- Shri Pradeep Kumar Kushwaha,
Secretary of Vidya Bharati Jharkhand- Shri Ajay
Tiwari, Chairman of National Khelkood Organizing
Samiti- Prof. Praveer Chakraborty, Gandhi Darshan
and Smriti Samiti, Director of New Delhi- Dr. Jwala
Prasad, etc. were present.



Vidya Bharati holds Akhil Bharatiya Vigyan MelaVidya Bharati holds Akhil Bharatiya Vigyan Mela
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Uttar Purv (Bihar) Kshetra became overall champion in Akhil Bharatiya Vigyan Mela  | Uttar Kshetra was the runner-up.

Amritsar | Vidya Bharati Akhil Bharatiya Vigyan Mela
was organized from 4th to 7th November at Madhav
Vidya Niketan Senior Secondary School, A-Block
Ranjit Avenue, Amritsar. In the Vigyan Mela, Uttar
Purv Bihar Kshetra became the overall champion,
while Uttar Kshetra was the runner-up. The trophy of
overall champion of Uttar Purv Kshetra was presented
to the Kshetra head Shri Rajaram Sharma along with
the participating children.
With this, the Vigyan Mela was inaugurated by Dr
Adarsh Pal Vij, Chairman of Punjab Pollution Control
Board, special guest distinguished businessman- Shri
Anil Kochhar, Shri Ravindra Kanhere - Vice
Adhayaksh of Vidya Bharati. Dr Adarsh Pal Vij said
that our ancient sages, saints, and Veda scriptures are
all connected with scientific thinking. While
inaugurating the science exhibition, Shri Shiv Kumar,
Akhil Bharatiya Mantri of Vidya Bharati said that the
students must have a scientific vision.

The Vigyan Mela aims to develop this vision. At the
same time, the chief guest at the closing ceremony,
retired IAS-Dr Jagmohan Singh Raju said that science
is very important for the development and progress of
any country. The culture of Bharat is based on science.
Special guest- Dr Vinay Kapoor Mehra, Former
Founder of V.C. Law University, Sonipat also expressed
his views.
282 participating students (174 brothers and 108
sisters), 146 mentor teachers, and 15 Kshetriya officials
from 47 prants of 11 Kshetras participated in the
Vigyan Mela. Vidya Bharati Uttar Kshetra Sangathan
Mantri- Shri Vijay Nadda, Uttar Kshetra Mahamantri-
Shri Deshraj Sharma, Uttar Kshetra Vice Adhayaksh -
Shri Surinder Attri, Prantiya Sangathan Mantri- Shri
Rajendra Kumar, Prantiya Mahamantri- Shri Navdeep
Shekhar, Akhil Bharatiya Science Convener - Shri
Nagendra Pandey, etc. were also present in the Vigyan
Mela.
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Dr Nishank, an alumnus of Vidya Bharati and senior ISRO scientist, was invited for a science talk at the Vidya
Bharati Akhil Bharatiya Vigyan Mela. He discussed in detail from Chandrayaan's soft landing to space science.
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Interaction of ISRO's Senior Scientist- Dr Nishank with Young Scientists

Vidya Bharati holds Workshop on Rewriting of BooksVidya Bharati holds Workshop on Rewriting of Books
Kurukshetra | A four-day workshop was organized at
Vidya Bharati Sanskriti Shiksha Sansthan for rewriting
the Bodhmala books for classes 4 to 12 to be used in the
Akhil Bharatiya Sanskriti Gyan Pariksha. On this
occasion, the Mahamantri of Vidya Bharati, Shri
Avnish Bhatnagar said that the miniature form of the
entire Bharatiya culture is visible in the 9 lessons of
these textbooks. While presiding, Dr Lalit Bihari
Goswami said that by studying the books that will be
created due to the hard work of the writers, the
students will get away from the problems. No matter
where new knowledge comes from, we must accept that
element and move forward.

Director of the institute, Dr Ramendra Singh said that
the new curriculum includes subjects such as Bharat
Mata, our Bharatiya nation, our Bharatiya culture, our
family system, our knowledge tradition, our scientific
tradition, our glorious past, world communication of
our culture, our innovative Bharat. Institute Secretary,
Vasudev Prajapati, Convener Durgsingh Rajpurohit,
Krishna Kumar Bhandari, Gopal Maheshwari,
Rajkumar Singh, Ambika Dutt Kundal, Ajay Tiwari,
Raghavendra Shukla, Ravi Shankar Shukla, Gopal
Sharma, Kamal Kumar, Anil Kulshrestha, Santosh
Dewangan, etc. were present in the workshop.
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Family Affection Meet held, Joshi Urges to create Harmonious SocietyFamily Affection Meet held, Joshi Urges to create Harmonious Society
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CREATION OF A SOCIALLY HARMONIOUS SOCIETY - NANDLAL JOSHI
RELEASING OF THE BOOK ‘SAHAJ ABHIVYAKTI PART-3’

Kurukshetra | Family affection meeting and book release
program was organized at Vidya Bharati Sanskriti Shiksha
Sansthan. Keynote speaker, Shri Nandlal Joshi, Senior
Pracharak of Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh said that the
deep contemplation about a happy life in the true sense, a
meaningful life, a blissful and glorious life, that has taken
place on the soil of Bharat is very amazing. At present,
joint families are rapidly breaking up and turning into
nuclear families. A nuclear family is financially
prosperous, but a lack of tolerance, cooperation, and
values can be seen in it. Due to this, every member of the
family is suffering from anxiety. Today there is a great
need to create a socially harmonious society. To create an
environment of positive energy and enthusiasm in
families, family members should worship their deity
together, chant, do kirtan, etc. Eating together and giving
cultured education to children brings positivity to the
family. Chief guest, Vidya Bharati Mahamantri Shri
Avnish Bhatnagar said that culture, education, literature,
and family are all disciplines that go together. Society is
formed by the students, the teachers who provide
education to the students, the organization of the
education system, and the parents. Keeping the role of
family and love together, Vasudev Prajapati said that
Satsang has the utmost importance in our society. and the
parents.  Keeping  the  role  of  family   and   love   together, 

Haryana Governor releases proceedings of Shiksha
Mahakumbh 2023

Haryana Governor releases proceedings of Shiksha
Mahakumbh 2023

Kurukshetra | The delegation of Vidya Bharati Uttar Kshetra, under the leadership of Shri Kashipati, met His
Excellency Governor-Shri Bandaru Dattatreya. There were positive discussions on many issues related to education.
His Excellency praised Vidya Bharati's contribution to the education sector. On this occasion, the proceedings of
Shiksha Mahakumbh 2023 were also released.
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Vasudev Prajapati said that Satsang has the utmost
importance in our society. Satsang is a powerful medium
of public education. Satsang is the root of happiness and
well-being. The institute was presided over by Dr. Lalit
Bihari Goswami. Directors of the institute- Dr. Ramendra
Singh, Dr. Hukam Singh, Krishna Kumar Bhandari,
Harish Garg, Surendra Mohan, Balbir, Mamta Sood, Dr.
Sanjeev, Dr. Anuradha, Chetram, etc. were present. On
this occasion, the book ‘Sahaj Abhivyakti Part-3’ was
released. Litterateur Kamlesh Bhatt 'Kamal' said that this
book is the art of living.



Deepawali Affection Meet held in Nagaur,  Jodhpur PrantDeepawali Affection Meet held in Nagaur,  Jodhpur Prant

Uttarakhand | Pt. Maheshanand Nautiyal, Pt. Govind Prasad Nautiyal Memorial Samiti, Nandprayag District
Chamoli (Uttarakhand) in the memory of Late Maheshanand Nautiyal, the book publisher and education spreader
of the holy 'Kedarkhand, Pt. Maheshanand Nautiyal Education and Literature Propagation Award 2023 by Vidya
Bharati Akhil Bharatiya Shiksha Sansthan, Uttarakhand, Kedarkhand for setting a record of providing cultured,
traditional, and patriotic education to more than 1 lakh students through 568 schools in Manaskhand. The
institution is pleased to receive this honor from the lotus feet of the illustrious Chief Minister of Uttarakhand state,
Shri Pushkar Singh Dhami.

UK CM Dhami gives Award to Vidya Bharati AffiliateUK CM Dhami gives Award to Vidya Bharati Affiliate
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Shri Sriram Aavarkar Vists UttarakhandShri Sriram Aavarkar Vists Uttarakhand
Haridwar/Dehradun | At Mayapur Saraswati Vidya Mandir Inter College, Akhil Bharatiya Sah Sangathan Mantri,
Shriram Aaravkar gave guidance on basic subject dimensions and central subjects. At Shri Goverdhan Saraswati
Vidyamandir Inter College, Dehradun, Shriram Aaravkar guided the principals and teachers of the district centers.
He also observed Prithvikul.
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Vidya Bharati Affiliate Organises National SeminarVidya Bharati Affiliate Organises National Seminar

Play ‘Hindavi Swarajya' staged in BhopalPlay ‘Hindavi Swarajya' staged in Bhopal
Bhopal | To commemorate the completion of 350 years of ‘Hindavi Swarajya', the great drama 'Hindavi Swarajya'
based on the life character and war skills of Chhatrapati Shivaji was staged at Sharda Vihar Residential School,
Kerwa Dam Road, Bhopal. 200 students of the school gave a wonderful presentation of Mahanatya on three
different stages. To bring grandeur to the program, horses, a replica of the fort on the stage, lights, and special
costumes according to the theme of the program, were used. Chairman of Sharda Vihar of Jankalyan Samiti, Shri
Mohanlal Gupta presided over and the main speaker was Shri Nikhilesh Maheshwari, Sangathan Mantri of Vidya
Bharati Madhya Bharat Prant and the special guest was Shri Sudhir Date, Secretary of Sharda Vihar Jankalyan
Samiti. Kshetriya Sangathan Mantri, Shri Bhalchandra Rawale, and Kshetriya Mantri-Shri Vivek Shende were
especially present in the program.
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Alumni,Alumni,
DeepawaliDeepawali

Affection MeetAffection Meet
held inheld in  
Bassi,Bassi,  

Jaipur PrantJaipur Prant



HP | Prantiya Prachar Vibhag
workshop of Vidya Bharati
Himachal Pradesh was held at
Saraswati Vidya Mandir Bhated,
District Bilaspur under the special
guidance of Vidya Bharati Delhi
Kshetra Sangathan Mantri and
Kendriya Prachar Team member
Shri Ravi Kumar.
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National Seminar held on NEP-2020National Seminar held on NEP-2020

Kurukshetra | A one-day national seminar on the
topic National Education Policy 2020: Opportunities,
Impact, and Challenges was organized by Geeta
Niketan Residential School, Kurukshetra at
Naimisharanya Auditorium of Sanskriti Bhawan. The
main objective of the seminar was to acquaint
teachers with the various dimensions of the NEP 2020
and to prepare them for future challenges. Special
guest of the program and Vice Chancellor of
Kurukshetra University, Prof. Somnath Sachdeva in
his address said that the NEP emphasizes the all-
round development of learners and 21st century skills.
The NEP is an important step towards building a
knowledge-based society that harmonizes the global
scenario and the Bharatiya knowledge tradition. He
shared many experiences of the implementation of
the National Education Policy at Kurukshetra
University. Thereafter, Shri Ravi Kumar ji, Sangathan
Mantri of Vidya Bharati, Delhi Prant, and the main
speaker of the program, while addressing the teachers,
said that the NEP is Bharat-centric. He gave three
main objectives of education, which include
transferring ancient knowledge to the new generation,
creating new knowledge, and preparing students for
future challenges. 

He explained the important role of teachers in the
successful implementation of the NEP. He said that the
teacher needs to understand art combination,
experience-based teaching, and joyful learning being
the main point. Presiding over the program, renowned
educationist, Dr Ghanshyam Sharma, Chairman of the
School Management Samiti, called the NEP, a
revolution in the field of education. He said that the
progress of any country depends on the quality of
education given there. NEP 2020 will play an important
role in improving the quality of education. In the
second session, senior expert of NCERT Delhi, Prof.
Subhash Chandra Chauhan highlighted the challenges
faced in implementing the National Education Policy on
the ground. In the last session, an expert of the NCERT
Primary Education Department, Prof. Padma Yadav
highlighted the National Curriculum Framework School
Education and presented the summary of 2023. He said
that the curriculum has been carefully designed to
make learning easy, simple, and attractive. This course
has been recommended after brainstorming with
eminent educationists from across the country. On this
occasion, principals and teachers of Vidya Bharati and
other prestigious schools of the city and Prant were
present.

Vidya Bharati Himachal Prant holds Prantiya Prachar VibhagVidya Bharati Himachal Prant holds Prantiya Prachar Vibhag

ORGANIZED IN A SERIES OF PROGRAMS ORGANIZED ON THE GOLDEN JUBILEE YEAR OF THE SCHOOL .
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Etah |  Golden Jubilee Celebration (Annual Festival)
Incredible Bharat Celebration was celebrated at
Kalavati Saraswati Shishu Mandir Sunhari Nagar Etah.
The statue of Swami Vivekananda ji was also unveiled
on the school premises. Rajya Sabha MP- Shri Harnath
Singh Yadav, Shri Yatindra Kumar Sangathan Mantri
Vidya Bharati, CBSE Co-ordinator- Dr. Rammohan,
and ADM Administrator- Shri Alok Kumar addressed
the program.

Deepawali Celebrated with Great FervourDeepawali Celebrated with Great Fervour
Sadhaura, Haryana | This step was taken for 'social harmony'
to create harmony, sensitivity, service spirit, and values in
children. Principal of Haryana Vidya Mandir, Alka Ji said that
just as we celebrate the festival of Diwali with joy in our home,
similarly we should make efforts to ensure that someone else
also has a good Diwali. The children of Vidya Mandir
distributed fruits, sweets, decorative items made by children,
and earthen lamps to the people of the colony. The boys and
girls of Haryana Vidya Mandir also cleaned and decorated a
neighboring temple.

Kalavati Saraswati Shishu Mandir, Etah celebrates Golden JubileeKalavati Saraswati Shishu Mandir, Etah celebrates Golden Jubilee
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On this occasion, Chairman of Swami Vivekananda
Shiksha Prasar Samiti, Kshetrapal Upadhyay, Mantri-
Shri Brajnandan Maheshwari, Treasurer- Shri Subodh
Verma, Adhayaksh of Saraswati Vidya Mandir Senior
Secondary School- Shri Sudhir Gupta, Manager- Shri
Virendra Varshney, Treasurer- Shri Manmohan Rathi,
Principal- Shri Pramod Kumar Verma. etc. were
present. About six thousand people were present in
the program.
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Alumni make Vidya Bharati,
Bettiah Proud in BPSC-67

Alumni make Vidya Bharati,
Bettiah Proud in BPSC-67

Bettiah | Alumni of Saraswati Vidya
Mandir, Barwat Sena, Dr. Hedgewar Nagar,
Bettiah, Rajeev Kumar (10th 2011), Anil
Kumar (10th 2013), Sandeep Kumar (10th
2008), and Rajneesh Kumar (10th 2013)
have passed the 67th BPSC exam) By
achieving success in the examination, he
along with his family has made the school
and Vidya Bharati family proud.

To, 

Uttarakhand Shivraj Singh Pachai, a resident of Munsiyari, who
secured first position in the country in the NDA Examination,

and his parents were honored in the Vandana Sabha of the
school. Shivraj also addressed the students.
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